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Bitcoin is the most popular cryptocurrency with the highest market value. It was said to have potential in
changing the way of trading in future. However, Bitcoin price prediction is a hard task and difficult for
investors to make decision. This is caused by nonlinearity property of the Bitcoin price. Hence, a better
forecasting method are essential to minimize the risk from inaccuracy decision. The aim of this paper is
to compare two different training algorithms which are Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) backpropagation
algorithm and Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) backpropagation algorithm using Feedforward Neural
Network (FNN) to forecast the Bitcoin price. After obtaining the forecasting result, forecast accuracy
measurement will be carried out to identify the best model to forecast Bitcoin price. The result showed
that the performance of Bitcoin price forecasting increased after the application of FNN – LM model. It
is proven that Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm is better compared to Scaled Conjugate
Gradient backpropagation when forecasting Bitcoin price using FNN. The resulting model provides new
insights into Bitcoin forecasting using FNN – LM model which directly benefits the investors and
economists in lowering the risk of making wrong decision when it comes to invest in Bitcoin.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Blockchain record, the Bitcoin market capitalization has
increase to 280 billion USD in the end of 2017, which is an

Cryptocurrency has now been the hot topic worldwide. It is

increase of approximately 10000% from the early 2012 (Thies

said to be the revolution of the currency transaction (Almeida

et al., 2018). The increasing trend of Bitcoin price resulting

et. al., 2015). Bitcoin was first introduced by a pseudonym

in increasing the attention from investors and economists

creator, Satoshi Nakamoto in the late 2008 in the internet

around the world.

(Nakamoto, 2008). As Bitcoin price did not rely on any

As Bitcoin has becoming one of the major contributors to

government bodies or agencies, therefore, Bitcoin has the

the cryptocurrency market. It plays an important role in

feature of decentralized system. This feature has influenced

developing a brand-new decentralized currency transactions

the demand of Bitcoin in the market. Moreover, this currency

system while influencing the stock market direction.

is built based on advance mathematics and computer

However, Bitcoin prices are frequently fluctuating because of

engineering, therefore, it is difficult to counterfeit the

its virtual characteristics. Therefore, it is essential to develop

currency and the user are safe from cyber-attack which might

a reliable model in order to enable investors and economists

cause losses or leakage of identity (Gervais et. al., 2014).

to forecast the Bitcoin price so that they can make correct and

Blockchain has been used as Bitcoin’s master ledger. From

rational decision to invest in Bitcoin at the optimum time and

_________
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price.

Bitcoin

price

has

complex

and

nonlinearity

A.

Statistical Testing

characteristics (Polasik et. al., 2015; Zhou et. al., 2017). Thus,
classical forecasting methods such as Holt-Winters is not

In order to determine the characteristics and nature of the

suitable to forecast Bitcoin price data because the methods

data, two statistical tests are carried out which are Anderson

require the assumption of linearity (Mcnally, 2016).

Darling (AD) Test and Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) Test.

Therefore, a method which able to handle nonlinearity and

AD Test is used to determine the normality of the dataset

complexity of the data is needed to forecast Bitcoin price.

(Razali & Wah, 2011). The hypotheses of this test are as

With the development of modern technology, Artificial

follows:

Intelligence (AI) is one of the main focus of development and

H0: The data follows the normal distribution

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is one of the AI forecasting

H1: The data does not follow the normal distribution

method (Wang et. al., 2009). ANN was inspired by the
characteristic of human brain neuron that mimics the way

The p-value obtained is then compared with the critical p-

human brain processes information (Beresford & Agatonovic,

value of 0.05 and reject the null hypothesis when the p-value

2000). The system consists of nodes that interconnected with

smaller than the critical p-value. On the other hand, ADF Test

each other by different layers of different tasks (Sharma et.

is used to identify the stationarity of a data set (Mushtaq,

al., 2012). ANN able to learn and improve over time by

2011). The hypotheses of this test are as follows:

considering examples and information of the given data sets.
H0: The data are not stationary

ANN is widely used in different field including price

H1: The data are stationary

prediction, voice recognition, pattern recognition, search
engine filtering, gaming, medical diagnosis and information

The p-value obtained is then compared with the critical p-

processing. This is because ANN is able to handle highly

value of 0.05 and reject the null hypothesis when the p-value

nonlinear and complex situation (Molaie et. al., 2014). Thus,

smaller than the critical p-value.

many researchers starting to apply ANN method in
forecasting time series.

B.

Feedforward Neural Network

This study aims to forecast the future values of Bitcoin price
using FNN with two different training algorithms which are
Levenberg-Marquardt

backpropagation

algorithm

Feedforward Neural Network is one of the basic forms of

and

Artificial Neural Network which pass the information from

Scaled Conjugate Gradient backpropagation algorithm.
Levenberg-Marquardt

backpropagation

algorithm

the input layer directly to the output layer after undergoing

was

activation function (Rosenblatt, 1961). However, in order to

chosen as one of training algorithm in this research because

handle nonlinear data, a hidden layer is needed to be insert

of it is commonly used in training the FNN whereas Scaled

within the input and output layer (Negnevitsky, 2003).

Conjugate Gradient backpropagation algorithm was chosen

Figure 1 illustrates the model of the FNN.

because it able to perform significantly when dealing with
large network or large dataset (Chel, et. al., 2011). Besides,
both of these algorithms avoid the Hessian matrix which
indirectly increase the training speed (Kişi & Uncuoǧlu,
2005). The performance of each algorithm will be evaluated
using several statistical performances and the best model will
be selected accordingly.
II.

METHODOLOGY

This section discusses in detail about FNN and data preprocessing technique used for Bitcoin price forecasting.
Figure 1. Architecture of FNN (Parvizi et. al., 2014)
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f ( x ) = purelin ( x ) = xt

The weight for each of the interconnection constantly
changes based on the predetermined training algorithms. In
this research, there are two different training algorithms are

Where yt is the output value at actual time t; xt is the input

used to forecast the Bitcoin price data which are Levenberg-

value at actual time t; wi is the connection weight between

Marquardt backpropagation algorithm and Scaled Conjugate

input and hidden layer nodes; wj is the connection weight

Gradient backpropagation algorithm. Levenberg-Marquardt

between hidden and output layer nodes;θ is the bias constant;

algorithm is modified from Gauss Newton method (Reynaldi

f(x)is the activation function from hidden layer to output

et. al., 2012). The modification is as shown in Equation (1).

(

wn +1 = w ( n ) − J ( n ) J ( n ) +  I
T

)

−1

J (n) e (n)
T

(8)

layer; g(x)is the activation function from input layer to output
layer; α is the number of input nodes; β is the number of

(1)

hidden nodes; tan sig(x) represents the tan-sigmoid
activation function while pureline(x) represents the pure-

where w is the weight of the connection ;If error decreased,µ

linear activation function.

equals to µ/θ and else if error increase, µ equals toµ x θ where
matrix inverse will always produce a result; θ = 0.01 (et e); e

Training Algorithm Parameter

C.

= Error matrix; J = Jacobi matrix; I is the Identity zatrix.
The parameter shown in Table 1 were used for Levenberg-

Scaled Conjugate Gradient back propagation algorithm is
the combination of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with

Marquardt

and

Scaled

Conjugate Gradient approach (MØller, 1993). The algorithm

algorithms respectively.

Conjugate

Gradient

training

is as shown in Equation (2).
Table 1. Parameter for Each Models

wk = sk + ( k − k ) pk

(2)

with

k

sk

=

=


 
2  k − k 2 

( pk ) 


(3)

k

(4)

=

T
k k

p s

E' ( wk +  k pk ) − E' ( wk )

k

(5)

Parameter

LM

SCG

Maximum epochs

10000

10000

Minimum gradient

1.00 x 10-6

1.00 x 10-6

Maximum fail

50

50

Learning rate, α

0.1

0.1

Performance goal

0

0

Training gain, μ

1.00 x 10-3

-

1010

-

Maximum μ

where𝑤
̃ 𝑘 is the weight at period k;𝑠̃ k is the step size at period

1.00 x

Both Levenberg-Marquardt and Scaled Conjugate Gradient

k;λk is the scalar in conjugate gradient that regulate the

training algorithms are set with the same parameter. The

indefiniteness of E″(𝑤
̃ k);𝑝̃ kis theconjugate weight vector at

training stops when the algorithm satisfied several conditions,

period k; δk is the changes of the weight at period k; σk is the

where the process reached maximum epochs of 10000

weight’s standard deviation at period k.

iterations, minimum gradient of 1.00 x 10-6 unit, maximum

The predicted output values are obtained from the Equation

fail in validation of 50 times, learning rate of 0.1 unit and the

(6) after obtaining the weight for each connection between

performance goal of 0. Aside for Scaled Conjugate Gradient

nodes (Ismail et al., 2011).

training algorithm, Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm



 

yt = f   w j g   wi xi + wi  + w j 
 i =1

 j =1


was set with μ of 1.00 x 10-3 unit and a maximum μ of 1.00 x

(6)

1010. The numbers of iteration and maximum fail in
validation is set to such amount in order to let the model to
train more vividly compared to the lower amount of the

with

g ( x ) = tan sig ( x ) =

standard numbers of iteration and maximum fail in

2
1 + e−2 x

−1

validation. The other parameters are set to be default

(7)

t

according to the Matlab’s preset value.
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Figure 2. Times Series Plot

D.

The equation for each of the forecast accuracy are shown as

Data Pre-processing

follows:
Different value range in the variables will directly influence

n

the tendency and accuracy for the models especially for

MAE =

neural network (Zhang, 2012). Therefore, normalization

y

t

i =1

n

method which transforms the data into a defined range of 0

MFE =

to 1 (Chou et. al., 2016). The equation of the Min-Max

( y

t

i =1

x − xmin
xmax − xmin

RMSE =

(9)

1
n2

− yˆt )

(11)

n

normalization method is shown in Equation (9).

xi =

(10)

n

method is applied in the analysis. The data used in the
analysis are transformed using Min-Max normalization

− yˆt

n

(y
i =1

t

− yˆt ) 2

(12)

Where xi is the normalized x value at time i; x is the actual x

where yt is the actual values at time t; 𝑦̂t is the predicted

value; xmin is the minimum actual value; xmax is the maximum

values at time t; n is the number of observations.

actual value.
E.

F.

Forecast Accuracy

Data

In this research, five types of forecast accuracy measurements

Different websites offer different selling price for Bitcoin. For

are applied to evaluate the accuracy of the predicted output

this research, the Bitcoin price data were collected from

for the forecasting models. The measurements that will used

Blockchain, which is the master ledger that records the

in this study are Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Forecast

original Bitcoin price (Quandl, 2018). There were 2251

Error (MFE), and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

observations of daily Bitcoin price data starting from

(Hyndman & Koehler, 2006). Whereby best model will be

1stJanuary2012 until 28thFebruary 2018 were used in this

selected based on the smallest values for all measurements

study as shown in Figure 2. Aside from Bitcoin price data,

(Lee et. al., 2012). This measurement is used to determine

there were several others daily data variables collected from

how the errors of the model distribute and magnitude of them. Blockchain which includes hash rate, average block size,
transaction cost, number of transactions, miner revenue and
4
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number of transactions per block. These are some of the
influence factor mentioned by Kristoufek (2015).

Figure 3. Actual versus Predicted Bitcoin Price for Last 10 Months (LM Algorithm)

Figure 4. Actual versus Predicted Bitcoin Price for Last 10 Months (SCG Algorithm)

III.

unit root is equal to 0, suggesting that the data is not

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

stationary. Meanwhile, the obtained output for AD test shows
Based on visual inspection on Figure 2, the series has showed

a logical result of value 1 with p-value approximate to 0.0005

to be nonlinear and non-stationary. However, proper

which indicates that null hypothesis is rejected. Thus, it can

statistical tests needed to carry out to prove the findings.

be concluded that the data does not follows the normal

Therefore, Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Anderson

distribution, hence nonlinearity does exist in the data.

Darling (AD) statistical tests were performed to prove the

Evidences from AD and ADF test indicate that Bitcoin time

stationarity and linearity properties in the data. Figure 2

series data is proven to be non-stationary and nonlinear,

shows the output for ADF test. The result showed a logical

hence, fulfil the assumption of Neural Network.

result of value 0 with the p-value of 0.8401 (p> 0.05). It

Once the non-stationarity and nonlinear properties proved

indicates that this test fails to reject the null hypothesis of a

in the dataset, the dataset is ready to be used in predication

5
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by using NN method. In this study, the NN model will be

deep down in February 2018, FNN-LM model still able to

using two different algorithms which are Levenberg-

predict accurately compared to FNN-SCG that shown in

Marquardt backpropagation and Scaled Conjugate Gradient

Figure 3.

backpropagation. The predicted values were computed using
forecast accuracy which are MAE, MFE and RMSE. The

CONCLUSION

IV.

forecast accuracy of the models is then tabulated in Table 2.
The ADF and AD tests indicate Bitcoin price has the
Table 2. Forecast Accuracy of the Models

characteristics of nonlinear and non-stationary. Therefore,
classical forecasting methods are not suitable to forecast

Forecast Accuracy

Models

Bitcoin price as the classical forecasting methods require to

MAE

MFE

RMSE

FNN – LM

63.718

-0.98

160.729

Neural

FNN – SCG

72.030

-0.69

175.439

propagation algorithm has the lowest error compared to

fulfil the linearity and stationary assumption. Feedforward

Neural

Network
Network

with
with

Levenberg-Marquardt
Scaled

Conjugate

back

Gradient

From Table 2, it is apparent that FNN with LM algorithm

backpropagation algorithms in MAE, MFE and RMSE, with

was chosen as the best model. This is because FNN-LM has

the values of 63.718, 32.764%, and 160.729 respectively. Thus,

the smallest MAE and RMSE values compared to FNN-SG,

Levenberg-Marquardt is the best backpropagation methods

indicating that FNN-LM produced higher accuracy in

to be applied in Feedforward Neural Network when

forecasted results. However, FNN-SG has over-forecast the

forecasting Bitcoin Price.

future Bitcoin price by based on MFE results, FNN-LM and
FNN-SCG showed that both algorithms has slightly over-

V.
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